Patients with heart failure and their partners with chronic illness: interdependence in multiple dimensions of time
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Background: Informal caregivers play a vital role in supporting patients with heart failure (HF). However, when both the HF patient and their long-term partner suffer from chronic illness, they may equally suffer from diminished quality of life and poor health outcomes. With the focus on this specific couple group as a dimension of the HF health care team, we explored this neglected component of supportive care.

Materials and methods: From a large-scale Canadian multisite study, we analyzed the interview data of 13 HF patient–partner couples (26 participants). The sample consisted of patients with advanced HF and their long-term, live-in partners who also suffer from chronic illness.

Results: The analysis highlighted the profound enmeshment of the couples. The couples’ interdependence was exemplified in the ways they synchronized their experience in shared dimensions of time and adapted their day-to-day routines to accommodate each other’s changing health status. Particularly significant was when both individuals were too ill to perform caregiving tasks, which resulted in the couples being in a highly fragile state.

Conclusion: We conclude that the salience of this couple group’s oscillating health needs and their severe vulnerabilities need to be appreciated when designing and delivering HF team-based care.
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Introduction

Heart failure (HF) is a chronic incurable condition that affects ~600,000 Canadians and 23 million people worldwide.1,2 It is a leading cause of admission to hospital,1–5 and is a major public health concern in Canada and other developed countries whose aging populations have a higher prevalence of HF.4–6 Patients with HF have difficulty carrying out the activities of daily living, due to shortness of breath, extreme tiredness, pain, swelling, and loss of appetite,1,7,8 with symptoms worsening as patients approach death.5

Complex treatment and care for patients with HF is challenging and requires the patient, health professionals, and a range of informal nonprofessional caregivers to coordinate as a team.9 Even with this broad, supportive team system comprising professionals and nonprofessionals, living with HF poses complex demands for the patient, the partner, and the couple as a unit.8,10 Informal caregivers are known to influence HF patients’ health outcomes, self-care, and quality of life.11–18 The health of informal caregivers is itself influenced through their interactions with HF patients, as these caregivers experience burden, depression, isolation, stress, physical exhaus-
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The burden on caregivers increases with the number of caregiving activities they engage in, which in turn is associated with increasingly poor HF patient prognosis and rehospitalization rates for the very patients being looked after. This robust research describes the complex interplay of HF patients' health on informal caregivers' health and vice versa, and instruments have been developed to measure HF patient caregiver burden. Although assessment tools have been created, there is little evidence for how HF patients and caregivers negotiate change in their health status.

The existing literature exploring the interaction of HF patients and their informal caregivers is broad, and as such is limited in describing the experiences of specific HF patient–informal caregiver populations. Of significance, very little is known about the experience of HF patients who live with a long-term partner who also suffers from a severe chronic illness. This lack of knowledge may lead to implicit assumptions about the partner of an HF patient and render their own relentless illness invisible. Understanding the fragility of these couples' dynamics could lead to strengthening of the safety net around the HF patient, a safety net that could lead to positive patient outcomes if robust. Currently, HF patients are the sole focus of the majority of HF interventions, with little consideration for the HF patient's partner.

With the evidence that there is a complex interplay between HF patients' health and the health of their caregivers, our aim was to explore how HF patients and their caregivers with chronic illness manage day-to-day tasks as they negotiate the phenomenon of change in their health status. Drawing on data from a larger qualitative study of HF care teams, we sought to nuance the current understanding of the HF patient population and their caregivers with chronic illness by investigating this high-risk subgroup. This couple group is particularly vulnerable, because they are at risk of having a sudden health crisis at the same time, which could result in emergency hospitalization for both individuals. With calls to integrate informal caregivers as meaningful members of the health care team, we need to understand in more detail who HF caregivers are and how the most vulnerable patient–caregiver dyads can best be supported. Bringing understanding to the everyday experience of HF patients and partners who experience chronic illness is particularly timely and urgent, given Canada and other developed countries' aging populations and subsequent rising prevalence of HF. This concerning demographic trend is further magnified by the overall wish for elderly people to stay at home and maintain their independence for as long as possible. With the evidence from this study, we hope to respond to this challenge and incite innovative HF interventions that target the unique needs of HF patients and their partners with chronic illness.

**Materials and methods**

**Research setting**

The study presented here is drawn from a large-scale, multisite study of the knowledge, experiences, and needs of the HF team as a complex system seeking to integrate palliative care for patients with HF. The larger constructivist grounded theory study used a novel methodological approach that drew on HF patients' perspectives of their team to build team sampling units. We identified as our recruitment sites five Canadian cities in three provinces (British Columbia, Ontario, and Nova Scotia) with differing health care organization for primary and secondary care and for the care of patients with HF. Using a combination of convenience and purposive sampling, patients with advanced HF — defined as New York Heart Association class III or IV — were recruited primarily from heart function clinics to participate in semistructured interviews. Clinical staff identified eligible patients and provided them with an information sheet about the study. Purposive sampling was used to capture a range of sexes, ages, socioeconomic status, social frailty, and severity of condition to understand how these characteristics influence the HF team's attitudes toward actions regarding palliative care. A trained research assistant with no involvement in patients' health care then followed up with eligible patients to answer any questions about the study and recruit them as participants. If patients were willing to participate, the assistant scheduled an interview at a location convenient for the patients, typically at the patient's home.

Data were collected from 2012 to 2015, and the study was approved by research ethics boards at all five study sites. All participants provided informed consent in writing prior to being interviewed. Patients with HF identified 2–19 team members, including health professionals (eg, nurses, family physicians, cardiologists, dentists) and informal caregivers (eg, family, friends, drivers, housekeepers, spiritual advisors). With the patients' written consent, their health-care team members were invited to participate in semistructured interviews that became part of team sampling units. A patient-identified team sampling unit included the patient and at least two team members to meet the criteria for inclusion in the study.

Most patients in the larger study identified at least one family or friend caregiver as being on their HF health care
HF patients with partners with chronic illness

From the larger study’s findings, we concluded that a broadened conceptualization of the HF team – one that includes a range of informal caregivers – was necessary. Our findings suggested that a better understanding of each patient’s systems of informal “hidden carers” is required to engage these individuals more effectively in HF team-based care. Therefore, the foci for the study presented in this paper was informed by one main research question: How can knowledge of the everyday experience of HF patients with their partners who also suffer from chronic illness inform the practice and training of HF care teams?

Theoretical framework

The larger study was framed using complex adaptive system (CAS) theory to attend to the multifactorial, negotiated nature of teamwork in advanced HF care. Our findings from this research have described the various ways HF teams work together as a dynamically interacting system of care. When applied to the larger study, this theoretical lens highlighted the interdependence of parts in a whole and the nonlinear, unpredictable nature of human interactions and behaviors. HF care and health care in general have tended to be approached with a mechanistic mind-set, rendering parts knowable and stable. CAS theory broadens this understanding to encompass the HF team as an open system that cannot be mechanistically reduced to its parts; rather, the HF health care team consists of individual components that are entangled and dynamically interacting. Drawing on the CAS theory enables us to examine the emergent behavior and emphasizes how an HF patient’s engagement in activities like self-care is an interdependent, contextually mediated activity that evolves from a dynamic interplay of factors. Some of these factors can be the patient’s social network, support programs, elements of place, and access to financial resources.

Data sample

Interviews

From the larger grounded theory study that focused on the nature of the HF health care team as a CAS, we were interested in exploring the experience of HF patients and informal caregivers as a functioning subsystem on the team. Preexisting interview data from patients with HF and the informal caregivers they cohabitated with (eg, intimate partner, son, daughter, grandchildren) were selected as the data set for analysis.

LN, a social scientist who conducted interviews in the homes of patients with HF and their partners in the British Columbia site, remarked on the vulnerability of couples when both the patients and their partners suffered from chronic illness. With HF affecting mostly older patients, LN then observed that patients in the preexisting interview data were predominantly aged 60–90 years and that many of their partners also suffered from chronic illness. Deciding to focus on the experiences of these couples, the final selection criteria for an in-depth analysis from the larger study data set included cohabitating intimate partners together >20 years and intimate partners with a chronic illness (eg, arthritis, cancer, chronic pain, cataracts, transverse myelitis, lumbar spinale stenosis). See Table 1 for a description of the range of illnesses experienced by HF patients and their partners.

Table 1: Illnesses of heart failure patients and their partners

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>Other illnesses</th>
<th>Partner name</th>
<th>Illnesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bob</td>
<td>Chronic knee pain, renal disease</td>
<td>Betty</td>
<td>Knee arthritis, sleep disorder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brent</td>
<td>Diabetes, nerve damage, musculoskeletal pain, brain injury, liver failure, lung disease, depression</td>
<td>Betsy</td>
<td>Chronic knee pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damien</td>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>Daniella</td>
<td>Frailty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethan</td>
<td>Sleep disorder</td>
<td>Edna</td>
<td>Atrial fibrillation, transverse myelitis, posterior tibial tendon dysfunction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eunice</td>
<td>Respiratory issues</td>
<td>Edgar</td>
<td>Arthritis, chronic arm pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>Sleep disorder</td>
<td>Gail</td>
<td>Cataracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giovanni</td>
<td>Sleep disorder</td>
<td>Gertrude</td>
<td>Chronic bowel problems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irene</td>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>Isabelle</td>
<td>Ankylosing spondylitis, degenerative disc disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman</td>
<td>Chronic renal disease, arthritis, leg edema, low blood pressure</td>
<td>Noreen</td>
<td>Chronic pain after hip surgery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegfried</td>
<td>Chronic renal disease, diabetes, COPD, emphysema</td>
<td>Samson</td>
<td>Lumbar spinal stenosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry</td>
<td>Renal disease</td>
<td>Teresa</td>
<td>Chronic migraines, chronic back pain, chronic leg cramps, cataracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wendy</td>
<td>Renal disease, lung disease, pedal edema</td>
<td>Wes</td>
<td>Metastatic colon cancer, hypertension, chronic back pain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale</td>
<td>Skin infection, renal disease, diabetes, myelodysplastic syndrome, cataracts</td>
<td>Yolande</td>
<td>Chronic hip pain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All names are pseudonyms.
In this paper, the term “partner” or “couple” is used synonymously to capture the sample, which included married heterosexual couples, common-law same-sex couples, and common-law heterosexual couples. Further, the selection of couples’ interviews did not privilege joint interviews, as each home interview unfolded differently: some couples wished to be interviewed in the room together; in other interviews, one individual would leave the room midway through to rest; still others chose to be interviewed without their partners in the room. Patients were asked to describe their experience of their health care over time, their day-to-day life and care routine, as well as their needs and goals and expectations for the future. They were also asked to describe the composition of their care team, the roles each member played, and how each member interacted with others in the team. Partner caregivers were asked about their perception of the patients’ health care over time, their own role as a team member, and the role of others. They were also asked about their hopes, goals, and priorities for the patients’ future care, as well as about their day-to-day experience managing as a couple.

**Reflective field notes**

Reflective field note data that documented contextual issues were also selected, which were collected by LN in the British Columbia site. LN took reflective field notes after every home visit, which included details and interpretations of the contextual setting (eg, pictures of children and grandchildren, fresh roses from a partner, order and cleanliness of the home), any behavior (eg, obvious signs of distress, pain, or fatigue; relational dynamics, such as gestures of affection between the couple or a partner who dominated the interaction), and any discussions that occurred off tape (eg, a partner describing how the patient with HF cries from his/her leg pain). This contextual information gave further insights into how the couple functioned day-to-day.

The first stage of sampling drew on interview and reflective field note data from seven patient–partner couples (14 participants) from the British Columbia site. During this preliminary stage of sampling, LN observed vulnerability (eg, physical frailty) and interdependence (eg, needing to help each other with daily tasks) in the data. LN then looked for similar patient–partner couples in the data from the Nova Scotia and Ontario sites, in order to reach an in-depth understanding of the phenomena of interest. This resulted in an additional six couples/12 participants (four couples from Ontario and two couples from Nova Scotia) who met inclusion criteria being added to the sample for analysis, for a total data set of 13 patient–partner couples (26 participants) from three provinces.

**Data analysis**

All data were organized and managed using NVivo10, a qualitative research software program. A three-stage qualitative analysis approach used in ethnographic research was employed, as this analytic tradition is designed to explore the dimensions of social context. This analytic approach was appropriate, as it enabled focusing on contextual patterns that exemplified the couples’ experiences in the individual interviews, in the reflective field notes, and across the patient–partner couple interviews. The couples’ experiences were thus analyzed as a primary unit of interest in three stages: item analysis, pattern analysis, and structural analysis. This three-layered inductive strategy involved compiling items together at a specific level, and then creating more conceptual statements about the patterns of relationships in the data to generate overall insights into the topic of interest.

As part of item analysis, LN first went through the data looking for any instances that may have revealed insights into the experiences of the HF patient–partner couples. Groups of similar items of interest became the primary codes for organizing the data. During the item analysis process, negative instances, ie, items that were unalike or items that contested the identification of a given item, were sought, in order to avoid making premature judgments about the meaning or identification of an item and accepting early or sometimes favorite interpretations. In total, ~70 codes were created. Some examples of these initial codes included “working/coordinating together”, “change in life organization”, and “time”.

During item analysis, LN observed that the temporality of existence permeated many of the original 70 codes. To understand better the various ways the couples appeared to inhabit and experience time, LN captured the permeating influence of various forms of temporality on the couples’ experience of chronic illness and its care. Distinct from the dominant decontextualized conception of bounded clock/machine time – time that is measured in discrete and consistent seconds, minutes, hours, and days – a social analysis of time interrogates local, idiosyncratic, and context-dependent ways of organizing and experiencing time. Rooted in the social and organic rhythms of everyday life, this lens emphasizes how people exist in complex multiple dimensions of time that frame human experience. Working recursively back and forth between the itemized data and Adam’s social analysis of time, LN identified that the couples had a
complex experience of time outside the prevailing paradigm of linear clock/machine time. Building on this pattern, a process of comparison, contrast, and integration was used to organize and associate items and to identify higher order patterns. This analytical process revealed that many of the initial nontime codes (eg, working/coordinating together) were related to social time. These nontime codes were merged into four broader social time categories, in order to reflect this relationship.

Midway through this stage of analysis, LN met individually with the other members of the analytic team who brought specific expertise to this work: JB (family physician), GK (cardiologist/palliative care specialist), and LL (social scientist). In these meetings, each team member provided feedback about the pattern analysis and integration of a social time perspective, in order to refine the understandings of emerging patterns and concepts. These analytic meetings were recorded in LN’s analytic memos, which included evolving hypotheses and thoughts about the data-analysis process, including interpretations, insights, and questions about the data. As LN pieced together the analytic patterns, an overall structure was created. Following pattern analysis, broader themes were developed that involved blending many of the initial codes and higher order patterns into finer-tuned themes that captured similar conceptual dimensions across the data. These fine-tuned themes were generated by LN from Adam’s theoretical notions of time: “institutional time”, “biographical time”, “suspended time”, and “relational time”. These themes were then pulled together into a meaningful and coherent interpretation of the data: a story of how the couple assign prominence to their day-to-day experience in a unified way within the temporality of existence. During this final stage of data analysis, LN engaged in peer examination by debriefing the insights with the other three authors to deepen the reflexive analytical process and enhance research credibility.

Results
In the following sections, we describe the four dominant dimensions of time that the couples appeared to coexist within: institutional time, biographical time, suspended time, and relational time. We also consider how these HF patients–partners are enmeshed and interdependent in each of these time dimensions. For ease of readability, each dimension of time is described sequentially, beginning with the simplest time dimension, institutional time, and ending with the most complex time dimension, relational time. All participants are assigned a pseudonym to maintain confidentiality.

Institutional time
Participants received care primarily outside the home. In some cases, when health care providers deemed participants too unwell to travel, providers made house calls. Regardless of the setting for care, as the couples structured their days around each other’s health care appointments, they described living in a shared temporal dimension of institutional time. This dimension of time appeared to be a collective experience of time driven by interactions with health systems and institutions. For example, the couples described how their day-to-day existence was entangled within institutionally driven appointment waiting times and test results, and institutionally paced interactions with health care providers. One patient with HF, Brent, expressed how waiting times for appointments were institutionally decided and frequently dictated his and his wife’s day-to-day life: “Yeah, there’s that wait time [to see specialists]. Got a wait time now to bring in your [his] equipment. It’s going to be quite a wait”. By contrast, others experienced institutional time in a more enabling way, describing a sense of ease due to the promptness and accommodation of certain health care providers. For example, Gertrude, the partner of Giovanni (HF patient), was pleased that she and Giovanni did not have to wait for his appointments: “The appointments are always good, like if you’re supposed to be there at 9:00, they see you at 9:00. You might wait 5 minutes, but that’s it: you don’t sit for hours.” The dimension of institutional time that the couples lived in was also documented in their material context, as lists of their appointment times were posted on the fridge, noted on loose paper throughout the house, or written in calendars on the wall. Institutional time shaped the couples’ day-to-day experience in restrictive or empowering ways, and was thus a nuanced and idiosyncratic shared time dimension.

Biographical time
The couples also appeared to live in biographical time as they narrated their life history together. This dimension of time appeared to be how time experienced in the present is interwoven with a series of memories and experiences from the past. For example, the couple explained how significant events of the past – marriage, birth of children, and major life decisions – shaped their experience of the present. One partner of an HF patient, Teresa, recalled how a hard life of partying and substance abuse was radically altered when the couple attended a church service and suddenly decided to take a more spiritual direction:
When Terry [HF Patient] and I first got married, we had a rough life. We had a hard life and we used to drink and smoke and all that stuff, but we didn’t know any better . . . we gave our life to the Lord . . . it has had a profound impact on our life, our health.

Biographical time and shared memories that interweave into the present shaped the couples’ actions and behavior. This theme was reinforced in the field notes, which detailed the numerous artifacts (eg, wedding pictures), trinkets (eg, souvenirs from travel together), and other memorabilia (eg, shared books on spirituality) dispersed throughout the couples’ homes that were interwoven into the fabric of their relational meaning-making system. These shared multifaceted memories coalesced with their sense of identity as a couple, including existential dimensions of their experience, such as the deeper meaning they brought to constructions of life, health, illness, and death. For example, Teresa (wife) and Terry (HF patient), whose life history and choices led them to embrace spirituality, described how their long-term relationship with God allowed them peacefully to accept the prospect of Terry’s inevitable death together in a unified way. The biographical time dimension interwove with other temporal dimensions of experience to bring a holistic understanding of the ways the couple coped day-to-day and engaged in making sense.

Suspended time
Participants seemed to have an understanding of the prognosis of HF: “You look at life a little differently, because you don’t know how you’re going to go, but you don’t know when and that’s all right … I’m not afraid to die. I have no qualms about that” (Norman, HF patient). As one or both partners approached death, the couple described living interdependently in suspended time. Time had an existential dimension for the couples as they configured their experience within a proximity to death. The couples’ very existence appeared to be situated in suspended time: an experience of time living within an indefinite future, driven by an unknown but recognized pending prospect of death. Participants explained how they lived together in the now, without much planning for the future, given the erratic and oscillating nature of HF: “Well, we will just take it as it comes. Don’t know what is going to happen, so we really can’t make plans” (Terry, HF patient). As one or both partners lived with a severe life-limiting illness, the couple appeared to relate to time in an unquantifiable way. Together, they surrendered to the possibility of finality, choosing to live moment to moment: “We take every day as it comes, and try to make the most of our time” (Gail, partner of HF patient Giovanni). Reflective field notes corroborated this finding. In particular, LN described one home visit in the British Columbia site where a couple purposefully put out of sight a Do Not Resuscitate form provided by an HF patient’s cardiologist. It was documented in the reflective field notes how the couple described that they would prefer to live in a shared temporal space where they could focus on being together in the present.

Relational time
A final, more complex, dimension of shared time was observed in relational time. As both patients with HF and their partners managed complex chronic illnesses together at home, they organized their day-to-day activity in an adaptive way over time. Their day-to-day activity was never static or predictable: rather, they described their activities as negotiated and coordinated daily. For example, when both individuals were feeling well and able, the division of tasks was described as being organized in a fairly stable way: “Usually, I help her [wife] clean. I vacuum for her and clean the sinks and toilets. She does everything else in the house” (Ethan, HF patient); or “I mostly do the cooking, but my wife always helps me and tries to do the most she can, and she does” (Giovanni, HF patient). However, these set activities were often destabilized as the health of one partner deteriorated. Participants thus adapted day-to-day activities based on each other’s level of physical function, such as moving, breathing, and digesting. Further, as one partner’s health deteriorated, the other partner responded by taking on the majority of caregiving activities (eg, preparing and providing medications, lifting, bathing, driving, dressing, shopping, cooking, cleaning). The couples appeared to synchronize their activities in a cycle of dependence and interdependence that appeared to unfold in relational time:

We just basically take it one day at a time. We support each other. If I’m having a bad day, usually it works out when I’m having a bad day, she’s not, so we back each other up and keep getting each other through it. And we are honest with each other about how we’re feeling most of the time (Isabelle, partner of HF patient).

The couples who seemed to have a temporal synchronized system for managing everyday tasks were catapulted into a state of vulnerability when both individuals were too ill to perform such tasks. In these unpredictable circumstances, their flexible, adaptive system broke down, as described by Wes, the partner of HF patient Wendy:
My health has gone downhill relatively rapidly over the last year, including the back thing, and all the other stuff [cancer]. My ability to be a caregiver, as opposed to a supporter, has decreased . . . I can only do stuff in the kitchen that does not take too long . . . I’ve gone from being someone who could at least take care of themselves, without draining Wendy’s energy, to being dependent on her fairly chronically over the last . . . well, since, probably March. It’s close to 3 months now. It’s become the new normal.

In such scenarios, health care providers and other informal caregivers sometimes modified their provision of care to accommodate the vulnerable state of the couple. For instance, a daughter or son would step in and help with cooking or driving when their parents were not able to manage, or a family physician would make a house call when it was judged that both partners were in a highly vulnerable state.

However, in other instances, the couple never received the help they needed, which was particularly challenging:

If it was an ideal situation, I’d like the nursing care to come in four times a day and change Irene’s dressings, I’d like someone to come in and bathe her and help her get dressed in the morning, I would like . . . [sighing] . . . someone to come in once a week and clean my house, you know, if it was an ideal situation. You know, I could keep it up the rest of the week if I had all of the other stuff done for me, and you know, they just come in and do the big stuff once a week. If it was ideal, and it isn’t. And I don’t see it ever getting back to that. I mean, I know there used to be a time when you got what you needed and you just don’t anymore (Isabella, partner of HF patient Irene).

When both partners were able to share tasks or one partner was able to care for the other, their coping system appeared to function. In these situations, they coordinated and adapted to accommodate each other’s health status in a dimension of relational time. A critical aspect of this finding was that when both partners were too fragile to support each other, team members played an important role in terms of how, when, and if they adjusted care to care for the couple. When no support was provided, the couple was particularly vulnerable or in crisis, as their temporal–relational system for coping deteriorated.

Discussion

The analysis highlighted how the couples co-constructed meaning with regard to their experience of life and death in dimensions of institutional time, biographical time, suspended time, and relational time. The way the couples synchronize their experience in multiple dimensions of time brings an in-depth appreciation of the HF patient’s context by highlighting the profound enmeshment of these couples as they comanage chronic illness and live day-to-day.

These insights illuminate the unique and complex challenges faced by these couples as they comanage chronic illness together at home. In particular, the salience of these couples’ interdependence challenges current assumptions about HF partner caregivers. Informal caregiving plays an important role for patients with HF and is considered a significant contextual factor influencing a patient with HF’s self-care.17 However, built into the narrative of the support HF caregivers provide is an implicit assumption that — while caregivers experience some negative health outcomes related to caregiving — they do not suffer from their own debilitating illness. It was significant how the HF patients, who are typically the focus of the HF team,44 sometimes shifted the roles to become caregivers to their partners. The changing of caregiver roles was illustrated by Wes, who suffered from cancer and went from being a caregiver to his wife, Wendy (HF patient), to being “chronically” dependent on her as his cancer progressed.

Attention must be paid to the acute vulnerability of the couple when the partner becomes dependent on the HF patient for caregiving. The results further alert us to the crisis situation that can occur when neither partner can perform self-care or caregiving activities, as they are surviving on a thin line. To reduce the impact on the HF patient and his/her partner, sustained support must be adaptive to this couple’s needs and responsive to what is happening at any given moment in time. In other words, providers need to be aware of what is going on with this group of HF patient–partner couples, being particularly attentive to when the couple is frail, and then intervening with appropriate support and resources.

Living together in multiple dimensions of time

This subset of HF patients–partners described day-to-day life as a unified “we” situated within shared dimensions of time, which needs to be appreciated in future HF program and care delivery initiatives. Employing social time theory brings valuable insights into the experience of patients with HF and their partners with a chronic illness, as it highlights the way these couples co-construct time, meaning, health, life, and death together. The couples did not appear to experience day-to-day life through binaries of “self” and “other”, or even “patient” and “partner”, but framed their existence in dimensions of time...
in a unified, interdependent way. In fact, their collective nature was noted in analytic notes describing that the couples unified their experience in discursive ways, which was evident in how they used the plural pronoun “we” throughout their interviews. The critical findings add to the recent call for HF training and care delivery initiatives to account for informal caregivers as part of the team, by illuminating the symbiotic nature of this specific couples’ partnership.

Integrating a social analysis of time enhanced the explanatory power of the analysis, as this lens appreciates the nature of time as it is experienced in social interactions, structures, practices, artifacts, the mind and body, and the environment. This is a valuable insight, given that end-of-life (EOL) conversations tend to focus on advanced directive paperwork and choices for resuscitation. We suspect that the nature of the team sampling-unit data collection method offered new insights into how the couples oriented themselves together in multiple dimensions of time. The way the couples coexist and embody shared time dimensions builds on findings from metasynthesis of qualitative literature on patients’ perception of time in palliative care. This metasynthesis of research similarly revealed how terminally ill patients move toward perceptions of time that are less clock-based and more internalized and embodied as they make sense of living with a terminal illness. This resonates also with literature that describes how individuals relate to time in new ways when they are chronically ill, a phenomenon that links to the ways they create meaning of their illness and experience self.

Our analysis, however, suggests that not only the individual with HF but the couple actually move toward living in multiple dimensions of time, including living in a suspended, embodied time with an emphasis on the present. The way the couples situated themselves in multiple dimensions of time without projection to the future may have implications for the foci of EOL conversations. This insight challenges assumptions that we should singularly frame all EOL conversations to be future-based. It also brings a layer of insight to the finding that some HF patients do not wish to have EOL conversations, which has been attributed to a lack of information about the severity of the disease or the patient’s fears of losing of hope. The participants in this study were aware of the prognosis of HF and appeared to have accepted the trajectory toward death. The couples’ preference to situate their experience in a time dimension that is concentrated on the now, despite their acknowledgment of the severity of HF, is intriguing. Future research could build on these findings and explore in more depth these couples’ preferences for EOL conversations.

A complex adaptive system

CAS theory assisted with understanding how the couples coexisted in shared time dimensions as a unified subsystem within a broader CAS of care. Our previous findings suggested that informal caregivers may function in adaptive ways that are responsive to patients’ needs. CAS theory is compatible with Adam’s multidimensional theory of time that recognizes nonlinearity and complexity. In particular, CAS theory helps us understand further the way the couples were adaptive to each other, particularly in how they negotiated day-to-day routines in relational time. This theory emphasizes that a change in a CAS often occurs unpredictably through the process of self-organization in which local interactions between agents affect the broader system, often in unintended ways. Further, these local patterns of interaction and self-organization in shared caregiving tasks between the couples sometimes precipitated the emergent adaptive behavior on the team. This emergence was most evident when both partners were too ill to self-care or take on the role of caregiver. Certainly, this adaptive behavior is not always a given. Nonetheless, in many situations, some members of the team (health professionals and informal caregivers) were responsive to the severity of couples’ situations.

Responsiveness to the couple was demonstrated in adaptive behaviors from team members. An instance was a community home-care coordinator organizing a spiritual counselor to visit the home of a distressed couple following prognosis of end-stage disease. Another example was a neighbor stopping by frequently to help the couple with day-to-day tasks, such as lifting one of the partners into a vehicle for him/her to make appointments. Such occasions are salient examples of how microlevel interactions between HF patient and his/her partner can influence team dynamics in a cyclic way, affecting the behavior of the health care team and producing unpredictable consequences.

Alternatively, a powerful example of non-adaptive care was illustrated in the team sampling unit of a patient with HF who lost his partner during the course of the study. Although his family physician was aware of his emotional vulnerability, the patient received only minimal and temporary psychological support. Overwhelmed with grief and turning to alcohol as a coping mechanism, the patient was readmitted to the hospital regularly as he lapsed into a state of being unable to manage his HF. The health care system designed to focus only on the patient with HF was non-adaptive to the patient’s
domestic circumstance, resulting in serious health consequences for the patient and subsequently overburdening the health care system.

The insights that a CAS lens affords are akin to a shifting-perspective model of chronic illness, where living with chronic illness is understood as an ongoing and continually shifting process within which perspectives about the disease are nonlinear and predictable.59 The importance of focusing on the state and illness perspectives of the couple also resonates with the current discussion in the HF literature that suggests how relevant and effective coordination of care should consider adapting care to the couple as a family unit.60,61 A CAS lens has been a suggested framework to use when designing HF programs.33,43,44 Our findings support the value of placing a CAS lens on HF programming and delivery initiatives, as this lens attends to contextual dimensions and incites readiness to reorganize care when unpredictable disturbances in couples’ health occur.

Implications

The majority of chronic illness care is enacted by informal caregivers in the confines of the home, away from the supervision or support of health professionals.27,28,44,62,63 When both partners who live together at home suffer from chronic illness, diminished quality of life and poor health outcomes may result. Useful tools exist that initiate EOL conversations among seriously ill patients, partners, and health care providers.64,65 However, careful attention to these couples’ changing needs through the development of specific screening tools is recommended. Screening tools that provide information about the state of the couple will minimize waiting for a crisis that may lead to acute hospitalizations, medical interventions, and couple separation. Health professionals should also regularly ask HF patients and their partners how they are coping day-to-day, and be prepared to intervene with appropriate support when necessary. In addition, future research should explore HF patient outcomes — specifically quality of life — as a function of spousal health.

This study builds on the broader HF literature that underscores the importance of a family-centered approach for educating and supporting patients with HF and their partners.60,61 Policy-makers and practitioners must include family caregivers as members of the health care team to improve HF patients’ outcomes.18,26,32,49 Partners play a significant role in the day-to-day care of HF patients and in supporting HF patients’ self-care. However, they have historically been excluded from the majority of HF interventions.15,17,26,66 In addition, HF patients and their partners have reported that health professionals do not spend enough time with them or address their concerns adequately.21 Undervaluing patients’ and/or their partners’ knowledge and opinions about care is a hegemonic practice that represents top-down institutional power.67 Health care professionals should coordinate appropriate physiological and psychosocial care for the couple as their needs change, in order best to support this high-risk couple group.

Limitations

The data were collected from the larger study using a constructivist grounded theory approach.35 To answer our research question, however, we used an analytic approach for analyzing data that derived from ethnography, which is epistemologically commensurable with grounded theory. These two methodological traditions are compatible in that they share the same constant comparative technique and inductive process for analyzing data. We strategically employed the three-stage analytic process derived from ethnography to greater foreground issues of context.35

This sample is not fully representative of all HF patient–partner couples, as both individuals lived with a chronic illness and were in a loving and supportive relationship sustained for at least 20 years. Future work could include other selection criteria – eg, together <20 years, in an unsupportive relationship, partners who are both ill and do not live together, earlier stage of HF — to enhance our understanding of the contextual significance of specific types of couples and the implications for HF team-based care delivery. Although life partners were of particular interest to us, we are aware that patients with HF interact with a diversity of informal caregivers, such as drivers, friends, neighbors, and spiritual advisors.34 More research into particular subsets of the HF patient–informal caregiver population is required to find patterns of generalizability across contexts. For example, future research could explore if other HF couple groups live in similar or divergent dimensions of time found in this study.

Our decision to use CAS and a social theory of time to frame the interpretation draws our attention to certain aspects of the dimensions of the couples’ relationship and forgoes others. Other conceptual tools and other research approaches may generate more insights we did not capture with respect to the nature of this specific HF patient–partner relationship. For example, more time in the field could build trust with the participants and illuminate in more depth the mental health challenges of these couples. We also recognize that joint interviews may emphasize insights into couples’ world of shared experience and meaning.68 Given that each
interview setting was idiosyncratic, it reinforces, rather than minimizes, how the couples held a deeply intimate shared meaning-making system.

**Conclusion**

There has been a recent call for research to examine in more depth the influence of contextual factors, such as the presence and influence of caregivers, on HF patients’ self-care.44 The scenario of HF patients living with their partners with chronic illness is a critical dimension of context that requires attention when designing HF team-based disease management and home-care support programs. Our findings suggest that policy-makers and practitioners must design integrated health and social services that are responsive to these couples’ needs, as their health and coping system oscillates unpredictably. The vulnerability of patients with HF and their partners as they manage chronic illness at home is paramount. Health professional education initiatives could train novices to be perceptually aware of each patient with HF as an individual inextricably linked to their unique familial system. However, the health care system will remain ill equipped to incorporate these approaches if the influence of context (physical, social, financial factors) in HF intervention research, clinical recommendations, and guidelines continue primarily to attend to the individual, dismissing contextual factors.44 Our results demonstrate how important the context of coupledom is for HF team-based education and delivery. We hope this work contributes to a departure from the commonly used personalized framework in HF care,44 which focuses on the individual HF patient and implies separation.
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